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EDITORIAL
It is a new year and there have already been some significant changes across the globe that have 
had an impact on various sectors including the dredging industry. Fluctuations in the oil and gas 
industries have had a negative impact on the dredging market, but recently, oil prices have seen 
a slight increase. Political uncertainties in parts of the world, for an example in the Middle-East, 
have certainly been felt. If the global political climate were to see an improvement and oil prices 
see growth, it would be favourable to the dredging market.

Other factors such as world trade and climate change also have an impact on the industry. If 
world trade increases in the coming years, the dredging sector could experience a growth in the 
amount of work to be done in ports and harbours and terminal areas. Demand for reclamation 
projects could also grow. 

This year, IADC is experiencing some changes, one of which is the change in presidency. I have 
taken over the role of president from my predecessor, Peter de Ridder. I have worked in the 
dredging industry my entire life. In fact, I was part of the Royal Boskalis Westminster group of 
companies for 40 years. From 2012 to 2016, I was a member of the Board of Management of 
Royal Boskalis.  

As a person from a dredging background, I understand how important technical expertise and 
specialised knowledge is for the industry. No matter the project, there will always be 
uncertainties and as such, the dredging industry needs highly educated and technically skilled 
people to do the work in order to achieve optimal results. 

This March issue of Terra et Aqua comprises three articles that highlights the enormous technical 
know-how that is available in our industry. The first article, “Integrated method for optimal 
channel dredging design” was written by Lucas Silveira along with six other co-authors. Silveira 
won the IADC Young Author Award 2016 at the IX PIANC-COPEDEC 2016 conference in Rio de 
Janeiro last year. The article discusses in detail an analytical method that was developed and 
applied to identify the optimal channel layout and dredging depth for safe navigation in the 
Mearim Port concept in Brazil. 

The second article, “Environmental dredging of a chromium contaminated fjord” highlights an 
environmental dredging project in Valdemarsvik, Sweden. The sediments in the fjord in the 
Valdemarsvik area were contaminated with chromium from the discharge of tannery operations 
decades ago. The article goes into detail how the contractor remediated the contaminated 
sediments. 

The final article, “Valuing variations in dredging contracts” explains about an essential element 
in dredging contracts – variations. The author analyses why variations have the potential to 
generate extra costs and pose significant delay to projects; how many contracts set out 
guidelines as to valuing variations; and what is the best way to go about reaching a fair 
valuation.
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President, IADC



ABSTRACT

This article has been adapted from the paper 
that won the IADC Young Author 2016 
Award and it was published in the
proceedings of IX PIANC-COPEDEC
conference in October 2016. It is reprinted
here with permission. 

An integrated analytical method was 
developed and applied to identify the optimal 
channel layout and dredging depth that 
allowed for safe navigation; enabled the 
operation of the required amount of ships per 
year; and at the same time reduced dredging 
costs. This method developed by CB&I 
included an integrated approach combining 
channel design, hydrodynamic and 
sedimentation modelling, ship manoeuvring 
simulations and static and dynamic port 
operation simulations. The results allowed 
reducing channel dredging depths up to 3m, 
causing decreases of capital dredging volumes 
of about 10 million m3. Based on the 
outcomes of the dynamic simulation tool, it 
can be concluded that the proposed 
integrated approach for channel design 
provides relevant information for the 
definition of the business model of the port. 
This is because it provides easy access to the 
impacts of changing vessel class or draft in 
both the cargo trade capacity and CAPEX/

OPEX. This in turn helps to identify the 
optimal configuration for commercial interests 
and internal rate of return (IRR) of the 
terminal.

INTRODUCTION

The logistical constraints in central-southern 
Brazil and increasing agriculture production in 
the central-northern areas of the country has 
given an impetus for the development of new 
greenfield port terminals in northern Brazil, 
specifically in the states of Maranhão and 
Pará. This is due to their strategic locations 
that allow for cost-effective solutions to 
export grains and import fertilisers. These 
greenfield port developments often face 
design challenges for several reasons – a lack 
of historical oceanographic and hydrographic 
data and the macro-tidal regime and 
associated strong currents observed in this 
area of the Brazilian coast. The coastal stretch 
from Maranhão State towards the northern 
limit of Brazil is characterised by large 
estuarine bays associated with riverine deltas 
and a broad and shallow continental shelf. 

This configuration of the coastal environment 
favours the amplification of tidal astronomic 
constituents inside the bays (tidal ranges up to 
7m), generating strong tidal currents (up to 
3 m/s) that pose serious hazards to navigation 
and force migration of seabed sand banks 
that cause channel shoaling. 

MEARIM PORT
Located about 45km inland inside the São 
Marcos Bay, the Mearim Port is a greenfield 
port concept that is being studied and 
designed over the past 8 years (Figure 1). 
Initial studies of the port considered a 48km 
long navigation channel for 15m draft vessels, 
requiring channel depths of 17m. Initially, the 
channel layout was developed following the 
deepest areas of the bay with the aim to 
reduce dredging costs. However, in order to 
follow the deepest portions of the bay, the 
channel layout had to cross a short shallower 
section (about 8m depth), which held much 
of the capital dredging volume of 
approximately 17 million m3. This channel 
crossing was not aligned with ebb and flood 
currents and experienced strong cross-currents 
and migrating sand banks. Both characteristics 
presented severe challenges to the project. 
The migrating sand banks caused large 
sedimentation rates of approximately 6 million 
m3 per year, which required continuous 
maintenance dredging efforts. The strong 

INTEGRATED METHOD FOR OPTIMAL 
CHANNEL DREDGING DESIGN

LUCAS SILVEIRA, GUSTAVO GOMES, LUANA TAIANI, VALDECÍLIO PINHEIRO, 
LINDINO BENEDET, ANDRE MARQUES AND CLAUDIO LOUREIRO

Above: Mearim Port concept is an integrated approach 

combining channel design, hydrodynamic and 

sedimentation modelling, ship manoeuvring simulations 

and static and dynamic port operation simulations. 
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modelling, ship manoeuvring simulations and 
static and dynamic port operation simulations 
(Figure 2).

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
Navigation channel design and 
dredging CAPEX assessment
Traditionally, the starting point for navigation 
channel design is the “Design Ship” that is 
defined based on the cargo matrix, available/
future fleets and business strategy. Since the 
use of this approach, as previously described, 
led to a port that was too expensive and 
restrictive, a different approach had to be 
developed. Instead of starting the analysis 

cross-currents caused very difficult navigation 
conditions. As such, the initial channel layout 
posed significant economic and technical 
challenges for the project and had to be 
revisited. To overcome the challenges, the 
navigation channel layout and the entire port 
concept development were re-planned. In this 
review an integrated analytical method was 
applied to identify the optimal channel layout 
that enabled three aspects: safe navigation, 
the operation of the required amount of ships 
per year and the reduction of dredging costs. 
This method developed by CB&I included an 
integrated approach combining channel 
design, hydrodynamic and sedimentation 
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Figure 1: Study area location map.



requirements. 
The channel alignment was modified from the 
previously studied route, in order to avoid the 
channel segment that had larger dredging 
requirements and cross-currents (Figure 3). 
The channel alignment and curve radius were 
determined based on the largest vessel 
(Capesize) and they were kept constant for all 
vessels. As such, the main changes between 
the channels would be widths, which is 

associated to the ship class dimensions and 
depths, which is related to the maximum 
allowable draft for safe navigation (Table 1). 
The definition of channel dimensions (width at 
straight and curved sections, curve radius and 
depths) for each vessel class and draft 
followed PIANC’s "Harbour Approach 
Channels Design Guidelines" (PIANC, 2014). 
A total of 33 channel designs were developed 
and initial dredging volumes were calculated 
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from a single “Design Vessel”, the navigation 
channel was studied for all bulk carrier ship 
classes from Handysize to Capesize, with 
drafts ranging from 10m to 18m (respecting 
the upper and lower limits for each class). 
Although some of these vessels or drafts may 
not be commercially adequate, they were 
studied with the purpose of determining 
which vessel types or drafts would be more 
cost-effective and meet the cargo matrix 
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Figure 2: Schematic flow-chart of the method developed to identify the optimal dredging layout.
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numerical hydrodynamic model was 
developed using Delft3D. The model was 
calibrated using current measurements at 
eight stations along São Marcos Bay and 
water level records from two stations along 
the bay. The calibration process allowed 
identifying that the model accurately 
represents the tidal amplification along the 
estuary (with maximum tidal range in the 

vicinity of the terminal reaching 7m) and 
current velocities up to 6 knots.

The channel layout was validated for 
navigation purposes using the ship 
maneuvering simulator PC-Rembrandt, 
developed by BMT-Argoss (Figure 5). The 
channel transit was assessed using simulations 
of Panamax and Capesize vessels over space-
varying calibrated Delft3D hydrodynamic 
fields. Minor adjustments in the channel 
layout were made based on the simulations, 
in order to promote the best alignment of the 
channel with the currents (Figure 6). The 
simulations were then conducted by a senior 
captain with ebb and flood currents for 
various speed classes, in order to identify the 

using AutoCAD® Civli3D, obtaining volumes 
ranging from 100,000 m³ to 18,000,000 m³ 
as shown in Figure 4.

Hydrodynamic modelling, ship 
manoeuvring simulations and 
navigation windows assessment
In order to evaluate the current and water 
level patterns along the navigation channel, a 

Figure 3: Left: Navigation channel layouts overlaid on bathymetric map and typical ebb current pattern. In magenta, the previous channel layout – that faced strong cross-currents 

and high sedimentation rates – and in red the new layout, studied for various ship dimensions. Right: Typical channel cross-sections of the new layout are presented for Capesize 

and Panamax vessels for straight and curved sections of the channel, respectively (from top to bottom).

Channel Depth 12 m 13 m 14 m 15 m 16 m 17 m 18 m

Ship Draft 10.0 11.0 11.9 12.8 13.7 14.6 15.5

Table 1: Maximum ship draft for each channel depth, without any tidal benefit; or required depth for safe navigation 

of each ship draft.
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channel operational limits. This analysis 
allowed establishing safe navigation with 
currents below 4 knots and berth manoeuvres 
below 2 knots. 

After defining the operational limits for safe 
navigation, a customized Matlab® code was 
developed in order to identify the safe 
navigation windows along a typical year. The 
code used as an input the results of a one 
year hydrodynamic model simulation, 

generating current and water level 
information along the channel at one minute 
time-steps. Using that information, the code 
simulated ship transits starting at every minute 
of the year. The displacement of the ship 
assumed a constant telegraph command (10 
knots) and took into account the current 
velocities and relative directions to calculate 
the speed over ground at every one-minute 
time-step (Figure 7). Thus, it accounted for 
the effect of currents on the transit time, i.e. 

sailing against the currents would take longer 
than sailing with stern currents. At every time-
step, the current speed, water level and water 
depth at the ship position were recorded and 
further analysed, in order to verify if the ship 
would face currents above the pre-defined 
operational limits or not. 

For the berthing or unberthing manoeuvres, 
the code would identify if the current 
velocities were below 2 knots for a period of 

Figure 4: Analysis of channel alignment to the currents along a simulation.

Figure 7: Example of the method used to represent the ship displacement along the 

channel. SOG is the speed over ground, Vm is the telegraph speed, VCAZ is the current 

velocity along the ship di splacement direction, Δs is the ship displacement and Δt is the 

time-step (one minute).

Figure 5: Example of the 3D-view of an unberthing 

manoeuvre with a Capesize bulk carrier, simulated with 

PC-Rembrandt.

Figure 6: Analysis of channel alignment to the currents 

along a simulation

Figure 8: Example of results that could be obtained with the navigation windows code. 

Top to bottom: Channel and berthing limits are surpassed – manoeuvre is not feasible; 

channel limits are met but neither berth or anchorage conditions are met – manoeuvre 

is not valid; channel and berth limits are respected – ship is berthed; channel and 

anchorage limits are met but berthing limits are not – ship goes to anchorage area.
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at least 40 minutes in the berthing area. An 
optional anchorage area in the vicinity of the 
terminal was also assessed, needing 40 
minutes with currents below 3 knots for 
attaching the ship to a mooring buoy. 
Therefore, it was possible to define the 
moments along a typical year when the ship 
would be able to conduct any kind of 
manoeuvre (Figure 8). This allowed identifying 
the safe navigation windows and verifying 
how they were distributed along the time 
(Figure 9). The inbound (to the berth) and 
outbound manoeuvres represent 13% and 
21% of the time, respectively. Although the 
values are apparently low, safe navigating 
windows occurred every day at high and low 
tides, with durations of at least 40 min. A 
typical representation of the navigation 
windows along the tidal curve is presented on 
Figure 10. 
 
The identification of the navigating windows 
and the accuracy of the algorithm were 
further validated in the ship simulator. A set 
of 32 scenarios were assessed, with 
simulations being conducted with space-and-
time-varying current conditions for several 
moments within the predicted navigating 
windows. It could be observed that despite 
the assumptions and simplifications adopted 
in the code, the navigation could be safely 
performed in all of the scenarios, even in 
moments that would be slightly off of the 
predicted windows. As the code used defined 
threshold of current velocities, minor 
variations over the threshold (e.g. 0.1 knot) 
would be cut-off. However, during the 
simulations it did not have significant impact 
to the navigation safety. After validating the 
navigation windows, the assessment of the 
adequacy of those windows for the operation 
of the required amount of vessels per year 
was evaluated in depth in the dynamic 
operational simulations, described ahead.

Morphodynamic modelling: Channel 
shoaling and sedimentation rates for 
OPEX forecast
The calibrated Delft3D hydrodynamic model 
was used as a base for a morphodynamic 
simulation. This was done in order to 
represent the migration of the sandbars 
within São Marcos Bay and forecast the 
shoaling and sedimentation rates of each 
designed channel as a support to the 

Figure 9: Example of inbound navigation windows plotted over the tidal curve along one year (top panel) and in 

detail along a month (lower panel). Dark blue dots mark the moments when the channel transit can be started and 

safely completed to the berth. Light blue dots indicate navigation windows that only allow anchoring the ship in the 

anchorage area. Yellow dots denote the closed windows due to short time for either berthing or anchoring the ship 

(although channel transit can be done safely). Red dots indicate moments when the ship would face currents above 

the operational limit along the channel. 

Figure 10: Schematic representation of the navigation windows along a typical tidal cycle. Inbound manoeuvres (black 

lines) could be started close to the high tide and low tide (referenced to the beginning of the channel) and outbound 

transits would be performed one hour after high tide or two hours after low tide.

Typical Navigation Windows



estimation of dredging OPEX and evaluation 
of over-dredge requirements. The 
morphodynamic model was configured with 
sediment characteristics obtained from over 
40 samples collected along the Bay. It was 
calibrated comparing the simulated volume 
changes along the navigation channel and the 
changes measured between two consecutive 
bathymetries in 2007 and 2009. The 
simulation used a schematised tide and 
morphological acceleration techniques as 
described by Lesser (2009). 

After calibrating the morphodynamic model, 
all of the 33 channel designs were simulated 
over a five-year period to evaluate channel 
shoaling and sedimentation rates. The 
minimum channel depths and associated 
sedimentation volume over this period were 
determined for each alternative. Examples of 
results for 13m and 17m depth channels are 
presented in Figures 11 and 12. It can be 
observed that for shallower channels, the 
channel shoaling rates are more prominent 
during the first year and tend to stabilise 
along the time. The same behaviour is 
observed for the sedimentation volumes for 
that channel. The deeper channels, however, 
have very high shoaling rates during the first 
year (about 1.5-2 m/year), but maintain a 
relevant shoaling rate of 0.5 m/year on the 
following years. The sedimentation rates for 
those channels, however, tend to follow an 
almost linear behaviour over time, denoting 
that although some points of the channel may 
get shallower, sedimentation tends to spread 
over the entire channel. These results enabled 
determining the required maintenance dredging 
interval and volumes, as well as the over-dredge 
requirements for each ship draft scenario. 
Furthermore, this information was very relevant 
to determine the dredging OPEX costs for the 
economic feasibility analysis of each channel.

Static and Dynamic Operational 
Simulations
In order to determine the required number of 
berths, loading/unloading time per vessel and 
required amount of vessels per year, static 
operational simulations were conducted. For 
that purpose, the specifications of mechanical 
equipment on the berth and the cargo matrix 
were evaluated on a spreadsheet model. It 
utilised typical efficiency losses, operational 
downtime rates and average loading 

Integrated Method for Optimal Channel Dredging Design  11

Figure 11: Example 

of channel shoaling 

rates (variation of 

minimum channel 

depth over time) for 

13m and 17m depth 

channel, for various 

ship classes.

 

 

Figure 12: Example 

of channel 

sedimentation rates 

(volumes above 

original channel 

dredging depth over 

time) for 13m and 

17m depth channel, 

for various ship 

classes.

Channel Shoaling - 13 m Depth Channel

Channel Shoaling - 17 m Depth Channel

Sedimentation Above - 13 m Depth

Sedimentation Above - 17 m Depth
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developed by CB&I was utilised to integrate 
the channel design and associated capital 
expenditure (CAPEX) costs, navigation 
windows, channel sedimentation rates (OPEX) 
the loading/unloading operational times. The 
simulator was also used to determine which 
vessel types/drafts would meet the commercial 
requirements of the cargo matrix and be more 
cost-effective. The dynamic simulation tool, 
developed in Matlab® environment, enabled 
the identification of answer for questions such 
as: How many vessels can be operated within 
a year, considering the navigation windows, 
number of berths and operational times? Can 
the cargo matrix be matched? Is the port 
'bottlenecked' by the channel or the number 
of berths? 

The dynamic operational simulator was set 
using as input the navigation windows, 
number and classification of berths such as 
determining type of cargo, loading/unloading 
times and priority, based on required amount 
of vessels per year. Also, based on that 

loading times were calculated as 25 hours for 
grains, 19 hours for fertilisers and 49 hours 
for general cargo. A total of 357 ships would 
need to be operated along a year on the 
terminal to meet the cargo matrix 
requirements.

A customized dynamic operational simulator 

conditions for grains, fertilisers and general 
cargo in similar Brazilian ports. This analysis 
allowed defining that to match the cargo 
matrix of 10 million tons per year (MTPY) of 
grains, 3 MTPY of fertilisers and 3 MTPY of 
general cargo, and 4 berths would be 
necessary. This is with respect to the design 
berth utilisation rate of 60%. The average 

Figure 14: Graphic representation 

of the dynamic operational 

simulation: indicates channel 

status for inbound and outbound 

transits, two ships leaving the 

terminal and two ships being 

loaded. Top left: Overview of the 

channel; grey circles represent 

empty vessels and red circles 

represent loaded vessels. Top 

right: A close-up of the terminal 

area. The amount of red filling on 

each ship represents the amount 

of cargo loaded until that time. 

Middle: Traffic lights indicate the 

status of the channel for inbound 

or outbound transits. Bottom: 

Indicates the simulation time 

along the tidal curve.

Figure 13: Operational cycle reproduced in the dynamic operational simulator.



the navigation windows status (inbound or 
outbound), channel and berth usages. It also 
calculates the status of each vessel along the 
simulation, such as sailing along the channel, 
berthing/unberthing, loading/unloading and 
associated percentage of completion (Figure 
14). As output for the dynamic operational 
simulations, the amount of ships processed 
per berth along a year – amount of cargo 
trade – and the berth utilisation rates are 

information the model simulates the 
operational cycle for each ship (Figure 13). 
The simulator is based on several assumptions: 
whenever the inbound navigation windows 
are open, there will be vessels available to 
start the navigation; the port works 24 hours 
per day; the channel is one-way and the 
vessel cargo is determined based on the 
available berth and priority rules. The model 
runs along one year, calculating every minute 

provided. If the results indicate berth 
utilisation rates are higher than what is 
typically expected (around 60%), there is 
evidence that the operational restrictions are 
related to the number of berths. Conversely, 
output berth utilisation rates that are smaller 
than 60% denote that the navigation channel 
is the operational 'bottleneck'. 

The results of the dynamic operational 
simulations indicated that for any evaluated 
vessel or draft, the navigation windows 
(considering current-related navigation 
restrictions only), number of berths and other 
operational parameters allowed the operation 
of 732 ships per year. This was more than 
twice than the required amount of ships. The 
port operation would also be able to deal 
with seasonal fluctuations of the cargo. The 
operational use of the anchorage area to 
enlarge the navigation windows was proven 
to be unnecessary. The computed berth 
utilisation rates were above the design rate of 
60%, indicating that the number of berths 
would be the operational 'bottleneck' if the 
cargo matrix was to be expanded. As the 
navigation channel was not responsible for 
operational restrictions despite the rather 
short navigation windows, there were 
opportunities to evaluate dredging cost 
reduction. In order to achieve this goal, an 
analysis of tidal windows was conducted, 
which is described in the following section.
 
Tidal windows assessment and 
definition of optimal dredging depths
Based on the successful results of the dynamic 
operational simulations for the base-case 
scenario – which considered a channel that 
would be dredged at a depth that allowed 
navigation at any tidal level some additional 
questions were raised. Is it possible to use the 
7m tidal range in order to reduce the 
dredging depth? If the dredging depth is 
reduced and navigation has to rely on tidal 
level, can the operation meet the cargo matrix 
requirements? How much can be saved in 
dredging costs? How can the channel 
shoaling rates affect those savings? What is 
the optimal dredging design, including vessel 
type and draft, considering costs (CAPEX and 
OPEX) and commercial aspects? 

In order to answer those questions, a tidal 
window assessment was conducted using the 
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Figure 15: Example of inbound and outbound ship passage using the tide. Extracted from PIANC (2014).

Figure 16: Definition of the concepts of required depth and available depth. If the available depth is equal to or larger 

than the required depth, the navigation can be performed safely (Lomónaco and Medina, 2005).
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dynamic operational simulator. The tidal 
window concept, as defined by PIANC (2014), 
can be used to allow deep-draught vessels to 
sail through the channel during high tide, 
reducing dredging costs, as illustrated on 
Figure 15. It is important to assure that the 
vessel speed and its variations due to currents 
is adequate to follow the tidal windows. Also, 
the available under keel clearance (UKC) 
should be high enough so that the available 
depth along the entire transit is larger than 
the required depth for safe navigation (Figure 
16). Both characteristics were included during 
the navigation windows assessment, as the 
currents effect on the ship’s speed over 
ground was considered in the navigation 
windows code (Figure 7) and the water level 
and water depth at each time-step of each 
ship’s transit were recorded. 
 
The one-year hydrodynamic model was 
executed for scenarios with the channel 
dredged at all depths ranging from 8m 
(without dredging) to 18m (at 1m steps) and 
the code to identify the navigation windows 
was applied for all the situations. After that, 
an assessment of the effect of changing the 
channel dredging depth on the distribution of 
available depths over all possible ship transits 
could be done. 

As the behaviour of the available depths for 
navigation including tidal effects was known 
for each dredging depth, an assessment of 
several ship draft scenarios transiting each 
dredged channel scenario was performed 
using the dynamic operational simulator. For 
that, the same concept of the navigation 
windows was applied. However, the windows 
which had minimum available depths inferior 

Figure 17: Conceptual definition of the maintenance dredging interval for the navigation channel functionality 

(Lomónaco and Medina, 2005).

Figure 18: Schematic representation of maintenance dredging events over time to maintain the minimum depth for 

required functionality (Lomónaco and Medina, 2005).

Amount of Ships Operated  
per Year

Ship Draft

11.0 m 11.9 m 12.8 m 13.7 m 14.6 m 15.5 m

Channel Dredging 
Depth (Chart 
Datum)

8 m 563 0 0 0 0 0
9 m 665 0 0 0 0 0
10 m 762 654 0 0 0 0
11 m 764 765 651 0 0 0
12 m 744 769 765 643 0 0
13 m 732 742 770 770 507 0
14 m 728 731 743 766 703 462
15 m 732 732 732 741 716 619

Table 2: Results of number of ships operated per year from the dynamic operational simulations of each combination of ship draft and channel dredging depth. Green cells 

indicate valid combinations of dredging depth and draft and red cells denote invalid combinations. Variations in the number of ships operated over 700 are attributed to random 

definition of ship type on the dynamic simulation as the cargo matrix goal was surpassed.
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threshold, care must be taken on the channel 
shoaling effects and the required interval for 
maintenance dredging. For that purpose, the 
analyses of channel shoaling over time  
(Figure 11) and associated maintenance 
dredging volumes (Figure 12) were revisited, 
in order to identify the cost effectiveness of 
executing over-dredging. Lomónaco and 
Medina (2005) presented a schematic 
representation of the channel shoaling effect 
(Figure 17) indicating that the time interval 
between maintenance dredging events should 
be defined as the time-span required for the 
channel to shoal to a minimum depth for the 
required channel functionality. If the time 
interval between maintenance dredging 
events and sedimentation volume is known, 
the sequence of dredging events and 
dredging OPEX costs can be projected (Figure 
18). Analysing that information for various 
dredging depth scenarios allows defining the 
optimal channel dredging depth.

The results of this analysis are presented on 
Table 3. It can be noted that, especially for 
deeper channels, the channel shoaling occurs 
very quickly, with a reduction in the minimum 
channel depth of 1m being achieved in less 
than one year. Therefore, the maintenance 
dredging interval is very short and the cost of 
maintaining the channel at that depth would 
be much greater than dredging a deeper 
channel. For example, from Table 2 it can be 
inferred that to operate 14.6m draft ships, a 
minimum dredging depth of 13m would be 
necessary. However, on Table 3 it can be 
observed that the 13m depth channel would 
shoal to 12m in less than half year, thus 
crossing the tidal window feasibility threshold. 
As such, it would be more cost-effective to 
dredge the channel to 14m, despite the 
higher initial dredging costs. This is because 
maintenance dredging would only be 
necessary 1.3 years later and the accumulated 
costs over time would be smaller (Figure 19). 
Based on that approach, the optimal dredging 
depths for each ship draft scenario could be 
determined (Table 4). 

than the required depth (Table 1 shows the 
required depth for each simulated draft 
scenario) were assumed to be closed. After 
analysing 48 combinations of ship drafts and 
dredging depths (6 drafts for 8 depths), the 
output number of ships operated by the 
terminal per year was obtained (Table 2). This 
technique allowed discovering that vessels 
with drafts up to 11m could operate without 
any dredging and that reductions in dredging 
depths up to 4m for larger drafts would be 
accepted without affecting the port 
operational requirements or navigation safety. 
For example, 15.5m draft ships would need 
an 18m depth dredged channel for transiting 

on any tidal level, but using tidal windows 
would allow safe navigation of 462 ships per 
year on a 14m depth channel.

The results made clear that there is a clear 
threshold that delineates a minimum dredging 
depth for operating each ship draft and that 
the change from the dredging depth below to 
the one above the threshold is very abrupt. 
For example, if the channel was dredged at 
10m depth, 654 ships at 11.9m draft could be 
operated. However, if the channel was 
dredged at 9m depth, no ship with 11.9m 
draft would be operated, as the tidal windows 
would be too restrictive. Due to this abrupt 
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Interval in years Volume in 1000 m³

Panamax Capesize Panamax Capesize

9 8 *Not in 5 years 0 (5 yr) 0 (5 yr)**

10 8 *Not in 5 years 0 (5 yr) 0 (5 yr)**

11 8 *Not in 5 years 80 (5 yr) 108 (5 yr)**

10 9 *Not in 5 years 0 (5 yr) 0 (5 yr)**

11 9 *Not in 5 years 80 (5 yr) 108 (5 yr)**

12 9 *Not in 5 years 270 (5 yr) 316 (5 yr)**

11 10 0.75 0.5 120 109

12 10 *Not in 5 years 270 (5 yr) 316 (5 yr)**

13 10 *Not in 5 years 502 (5 yr) 580 (5 yr)**

12 11 0.5 0.5 148 169,000

13 11 2.4 1.8 528 520,000

13 11 *Not in 5 years 875 (5 yr) 1,021 (5 yr)**

13 12 0.5 0.4 207 200

14 12 1.3 1.3 559 596

15 12 3.1 3.8 1,196 1,543

14 13 0.4 0.3 250 252

15 13 1.2 1.2 674 750

16 13 2.3 2.4 1,441 1,712

*Not reached within the simulated period (5 years)      **(5 yr) denotes at year 5

Table 3: Channel shoaling times for various dredging depths.
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Ship Draft
Original 

Dredging 
Depth

Optimal 
Dredging 

Depth

Initial Dredging 
Savings (Capesize)

5 Year Cumulative 
Maintenance 

Dredging Savings 
(Capesize)

11.0 m 13 m 8 m 2,000,000 m³ 1,900,000 m³

11.9 m 14 m 10 m 3,500,000 m³ 2,600,000 m³

12.8 m 15 m 12 m 4,500,000 m³ 4,800,000 m³

13.7 m 16 m 13 m 6,700,000 m³ 6,400,000 m³

14.6 m 17 m 14 m 10,800,000 m³ 12,900,000 m³

15.5 m 18 m 15 m 12,000,000 m³ 28,500,000 m³

Table 4: Optimal and original dredging depths for each ship draft scenario and associated savings in initial and 

maintenance (integrated for five years) dredging volumes for a Capesize vessel channel.

Figure 19: Projection of CAPEX, OPEX and total dredging costs (in US$) accumulated over a five-year period for a 

14.6m draft vessel channel. The graph indicates that dredging the channel at 14m depth generates the most cost-

effective solution.

CONCLUSIONS

An integrated approach was developed and 
applied in order to determine the optimal 
channel dredging design for a port in an 
extreme macro-tidal environment. The approach 
included engineering designs, ship manoeuvring 
simulations, hydrodynamic and morphodynamic 
modelling. It also included the development of 
customised tools to assess navigation windows, 
simulate the terminal operation under those 
windows and verify the feasibility of using tidal 
windows to reduce dredging requirements. The 
results obtained allowed reducing channel 
dredging depths in a way that resulted in a 
reduction of capital dredging volumes of about 
10 million m³ for ships with larger drafts.

Based on the results obtained from the dynamic 
simulation tool, it can be concluded that the 
proposed integrated approach for channel 
design provides relevant information for the 
definition of the business model of the port. On 
a technical and economic feasibility analysis, the 
results provide the impacts of a change on vessel 
class or draft in both the cargo trade capacity 
and CAPEX and/or OPEX costs. This information 
helps to identify the optimal configuration for 
commercial interests and internal rate of return 

(IRR) of the project. 
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ABSTRACT

This article has been adapted from a paper 
that was presented at the CEDA Dredging 
Days in November 2015, Rotterdam, the 
Netherlands (see ‘REFERENCES’ for citation).

The sediments in Valdemarsviken fjord, 
Sweden, were contaminated with chromium 
from the discharge of untreated wastewater 
from tannery operations some decades ago. 
Thus, the remediation of the fjord was very 
important for the water quality in the Baltic 
Sea. The contaminated sediments in the inner 
part of the fjord were dredged, dewatered, 
solidified and placed as engineered fill on a 
nearshore area. It was observed that the 
dredging operations on one side, and the 
backfill operation on the other side, would 
affect the stability conditions along the 
shores. As such, stabilisation of quays, shores 
and the backfill area by means of lime-cement 
columns was required. The dredging of 
contaminated sediments covered about 
200,000m³ spread over a 350,000m² large 
area. During the detailed design phase, prior 
to the start of the works, the site conditions 
and sediments were monitored and 
investigated thoroughly. Lab scale tests were 
performed to verify that the chosen process 
for the dredging, dewatering and solidification 
met the set requirements with regards to the 

strength of the backfilled stabilised sediments 
specified by the client. The lab work also 
formed the basis of the process design for the 
on-site solidification plant. The dredging 
operations met the stringent environmental 
demands towards turbidity and the generation 
of spill. The sediments were dredged by using 
hydraulic excavators equipped with a level-cut 
clamshell bucket or a visor bucket. The 
sediments were then pumped to a continuous 
mixing unit for solidification with a 
cementitious binder. Any water released from 
the activities was collected and treated by a 
specially designed on-site water treatment 
plant.

INTRODUCTION

The Valdemarsviken fjord is located in 
Valdemarsvik municipality in the southeastern 
part of the Östergötland county on the 
eastern coast of Sweden. Valdemarsviken 
represents the only threshold fjord on the East 
Coast and stretches about 11km from the 
town of Valdemarsvik out to the mouth at the 
Gryt archipelago in the Baltic Sea.

The sediments in Valdemarsviken were heavily 
contaminated with chromium from decades 
of discharge of untreated wastewater from 
tannery operations at the Lundberg Läder 
factory, which operated from 1873 until its 
closure in 1960. Chromium III salts were used 
extensively in the tanning process as it 
enabled faster and cheaper production of 
highly resistant and durable leathers. Today, 
more than 80% of finished goods are still 
tanned using basic chromium salts. 

The remediation of the Valdemarsviken fjord 
is very important for the water quality in the 
Baltic Sea. The fjord has for a long time 
produced the biggest single release of 
chromium to the Baltic Sea, estimated to be 
about 250kg per year. 

Valdemarsviken is primarily used as a 
recreation area for activities such as boating, 
fishing and swimming. The existing plans for 
continued development of the area are linked 
to the development of marine operations and 
to some extent housing. There are also plans 
for new areas for outdoor recreation and 
sports activities. 

In light of this, Valdemarsvik municipality 
decided to remediate the Valdemarsviken 
fjord with respect to chromium contaminated 

ENVIRONMENTAL DREDGING OF A 
CHROMIUM CONTAMINATED FJORD
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Above: Dredging operations being conducted to 

remediate chromium contaminated sediments in the 

Valdemarsviken fjord.
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sediments. The project was put out to tender 
in 2009 and the actual execution took two 
years – between 2012 and 2014. The 
remediation measures included dredging, 
treatment of dredged sediments, water 
treatment, reuse of dredged material, 
shoreline reinforcements, construction of quay 
and clearing of obstacles for dredging. The 
majority of the contaminated bottom in the 
inner part of the fjord had to be removed. 
The dredged and dewatered bottom 
sediments had to be used as engineered fill 
material for a small valley area about two 
kilometres south-east of the village. The 
dredging works covered an area of about 
350,000m² and removed as much as 400 tons 
of chromium, which equalled a reduction in 
the emission of chromium by 90%. 

Ultimately, the project was meant to reduce 
the load to the Baltic Sea and to achieve the 
objective of a ‘non-toxic environment’.

SITE INVESTIGATION
The sediments in the Valdemarsviken fjord 
were mainly contaminated with trivalent 
chromium. The average chromium 
concentration observed during site 
investigation varied from about 1000 mg/kg 
dry matter at the deepest levels up to about 
3000 mg/kg dry matter in the near-surface 
sediments. The maximum measured 
chromium concentration was approximately 
7000 mg/kg dry matter. The primary 
contaminant was trivalent chromium. During 
the site investigation by the client the very 
toxic hexavalent chromium was initially not 
found, but during the works it was detected 
several times at considerable levels. In addition 
to chromium, the sediment samples also 
contained low levels of copper, lead, zinc, 
arsenic and mercury. According to the main 
site investigation report, the total mass of 
chromium was estimated at 700 to 800 tons. 

In order to achieve the remediation objective, 
which was a 90% reduction of the chromium 
emission, the client defined a remediation 
target concentration of 500 mg/kg dry matter 
for chromium. Based on the intensive site 
investigation by the client this target was 
translated into a dredging design level for the 
whole fjord. This design level was the basis for 
the contractor to deliver the works.

STABILISATION OF THE SHORELINE
Around Valdemarsvik there are soil layers of 
clay with low shear strength – known as 
quickclays – that pose a high risk of 
landslides. Dredging of the sediments in these 
areas would affect the stability conditions 
along parts of the shores. Furthermore, the 
topographical and geotechnical conditions in 
the bay, with steep banks and loose soil layers 
of clay ensure that even relatively small load 
changes can result in landslides. Therefore, 
near-shore dredging in some areas had to be 
combined with soil reinforcement measures.

These soil reinforcement measures were 
executed in three areas along the coast line. 
The technique proposed by the client was to 
perform the ground reinforcement with 
vertical quicklime-cement columns 
(KC-columns: Kalk-Cement columns). 
A dry mixing method by means of a vertical 
auger of a diameter of 600mm with 
pneumatic injection of the binders was used 
to stabilise the very weak soils along the shore 
line in Valdemarsvik. 
The dosing and ratio of the lime-cement blend 
was defined by an extensive testing 
programme. It covered the testing of various 
combinations of binding agents KC 50%/50% 
and KC 25%/75%. Based on the results of 
these tests, eventually the area was treated by 
using the binding agent KC 25%/75%, 28kg 
of binder per vertical metre. The vertical 
mixing rate applied was 25 mm/rotation. 

The results of the tests with KC 25%/75% 
and 28 kg/m showed that the columns 
reached an unconfined compressive strength 
(UCS) of at least 50 kilopascal (kPa) after two 
days and 150kPa after 14 days. The surface 
had to be subjected to loads about seven days 
after the installation of the columns. 

Purpose-designed drilling rigs were used for 
the installation of the KC-columns, which 
were equipped with a special mixing tool at 
the end of the mixing rod. The drilling rigs 
installed the columns from a working platform 
or reinforced clay surface (Figure 1). Columns 
with a diameter of 600mm were installed up 
to a depth of 22m. Dosing and mixing of the 
dry binder blend with the soil took place while 
the rod was withdrawn. The KC-mixture was 
delivered by bulk trailers from the supplier 
and stored into a shuttle on site. The binder 

was transported from the shuttle to the rig 
through connecting hoses using compressed 
air. The binder dosing could be adjusted as 
desired. The columns were installed in a fixed 
pattern (Figure 1).

The mixing device moved in a corkscrew 
motion till it reached the fast bottom or the 
designed length. After that, the operator 
opened the valve and lifted the mixing device 
with a predefined lifting and rotation speed. 
The operator controlled the whole process 
while producing the column. When the 
process neared the surface, adding of the 
mixture was stopped and the length of the 
stabilised column was recorded. About 
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200,000m³ to be dredged over a surface of 
about 350,000m². This implied the dredging of 
rather thin layers of sediment (Figure 2). The 
depth of dredging, however, went up to 14m.

The entire project was taken into 
consideration in order to use the right 
dredging technique. The technique had to 
meet the following requirements:
•  the dredging method had to be compatible 

and fully integrated with the materials’ 
handling, transport, treatment, and ultimate 
disposal.

•  the dredging execution had to meet the 
stringent environmental demands towards 
turbidity and the generation of residual spill.
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Figure 1. Left: The columns were installed from a working platform or reinforced clay. Right: Installation of the KC-columns in Valdemarsvik. Upper right: The KC-columns were 

installed in a fixed pattern. 

400,000m of quick lime-cement columns 
were installed.

After installation of the KC-columns, validation 
tests based on in-situ vane tests were 
executed in the installed columns. Those tests 
were performed at two moments after the 
installation – around 14 days and around 28 
days. If the strength was not enough or if 
weak spots were noticed in the columns, the 
amount of binder was increased (e.g. 32 or 
34 kg/m). 

ENVIRONMENTAL DREDGING
The volume of contaminated sediments that 
required dredging was estimated to be about 



When thick banks of sediment needed to be 
removed, multiple dredging lifts of ± 30cm 
each helped in limiting bank instability and 
sloughing that can contribute to residuals.

The level-cut clamshell bucket was used to 
reduce spillage and leakage from the 
clamshell while being raised through the 
water column. The total content of chromium 
in the re-sedimented materials within the 
whole dredging area of Valdemarsviken after 
dredging was not to exceed six tons of 
chromium. This is equal to an average of  
less than 20g of chromium per metre square 
(g Cr/m²).

In addition to the operational controls, a 
mobile silt screen was installed at the dredger 
around the reach area of the excavator (Figure 
3). In addition, fixed silt screens were installed 
further downstream of the fjord. The 
maximum allowed increase in turbidity in the 
Valdemarsviken fjord immediately outside the 
area where turbidity causing works were in 
progress (50m from the dredge) was 9 
Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) in relation 
to a reference point upstream.

Finally, the dredged sediments were loaded 
into sealed barges (400m³ - 600m³) for 
transport to the stabilisation plant onshore. 

SOLIDIFICATION OF THE SEDIMENTS
While the shoreline stabilisation works were 
ongoing in 2012, the design of the dredging 
and solidification works were carried out.

The area to be dredged was extensively 
sampled from a small pontoon by using a 
manual core sampler, allowing undisturbed 
sampling at the desired depths. Disturbed and 
undisturbed samples were collected and the 
disturbed samples were used to perform the 
labscale stabilisation tests. The in-situ 
parameters of the sediments were determined 
on the undisturbed samples. Special attention 
was paid to pump off the water layer as 
shown in Figure 5 to ensure an “in-situ” 
quality of the sediments of the samples taken 
at the top of the sediments. 

Furthermore, the frequency of the sampling 
was adjusted in correlation to the volumes to 
dredge in each part of the area. Each 
sampling location was individually 

the dredger was equipped with the latest 
positioning system. High accuracy dredging  
is essential for the successful execution of 
clean-up projects. It leads to less volume to be 
transported, stored and treated. Furthermore, 
it leads to less turbidity and spillage.
The level-cut clamshell bucket was designed 
for the dredging works in Valdemarsviken. 
The bucket size was adjusted to the depth of 
the cut to maintain a higher fill factor and 
limit the amount of water captured in the 
bucket. This was done to prevent overfilled 
buckets which can have a significant negative 
impact on the water quality and residuals. 

 An appraisal was done on several 
environmental dredging techniques with 
special attention to the site conditions, 
sediment characteristics, environmental 
dredging performance standards, equipment 
capabilities, operating methods and strategies. 
As a result, dredging by using a hydraulic 
excavator equipped with a level-cut clamshell 
bucket or a visor bucket was selected as it 
could provide the most optimal dredging 
production, debris management, and 
dredging accuracy for site-specific conditions. 
The equipment is shown in Figures 3 and 4. In 
order to obtain extreme accuracy in dredging, 
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Figure 2. Overview of the dredged area with the various sediment depths. 
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to hydraulic dredging as a minimal dilution 
with water could be achieved, which is better 
for the binder consumption.
The different binders available in the 
Valdemarsvik area were tested with different 
concentrations and curing times. Through the 
tests, cement-based binders were found to 
give the best results in creating sufficient 
strength with a reasonable dosage. An 
overview of these results is given in Figure 6. 
It is important to note that the shear strength 
was tested indirectly by means of determining 
the Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS) 
divided by a factor of two. 

The binder dosage depends on the water 
content of the dredged sediments. This 
dosage differs during the whole dredging 
activity as a lot of parameters are involved in 
these variations such as dredged zone, 
differences in sediment granulometry, depth 
of the layer to dredge and slope of the 
bottom. With the lab trials, it was possible to 
establish a relationship between the water 
content of the sediments and the amount of 
binder needed to meet the criteria. This 
relationship is shown in Figure 7.

Special attention was paid to the chemistry of 
the solidified sediments. Investigations by the 

client showed no leaching of chromium from 
the solidified samples. However, during the 
contractors’ design programme in 2012 it was 
shown that chromium leaching did occur. It 
turned out to be hexavalent chromium. It was 
demonstrated that the differences in leaching 
results were due to different analytical 
protocols used by different analytical 
laboratories. Although the leaching of 
hexavalent chromium was limited, the client 
decided to collect all drainage water arising 
from the Grännäs backfill area and to treat it 
in the water treatment plant on site.

characterised to have a good overview of the 
variations of the physical and chemical 
properties of the sediments. Finally, the 
individual samples were composited into three 
composite groups based on various elements 
such as the location, density, granulometry, 
and visual observation. Feasibility trials on lab 
scale were performed on these three 
composite samples.

The client’s requirements were that the 
sediments would be used to backfill the 
Grännäs area and this backfill should have a 
shear strength of at least 25 kPa, one month 
after placement. In order to achieve this 
geotechnical objective, all technically possible 
options were evaluated starting from the 
dredged sediments. Although dewatering of 
the sediments by means of a membrane filter 
press was the most interesting technical 
solution as it produced filter cakes with the 
necessary shear strength, the capital costs, 
space requirements, and execution schedule 
would become too high. 

As such, solidification of the sediments, as 
originally suggested by the client, turned out 
to be the most cost-efficient method with the 
cost, time and space constraints. Therefore, 
mechanical dredging was obviously preferred 

Figure 3. The dredger, Ijburg, in combination with a level-cut clamshell bucket was utilised to perform the dredging works in the Valdemarsviken fjord.

Figure 4. A visor bucket in being utilised for dredging at 

Vademarsviken fjord.



EXECUTION OF THE WORKS
The actual dredging and sediment 
solidification works were executed between 
spring and fall of 2013.

As the consumption of the binder during 
stabilisation of the sediments increased 
exponentially with increasing water content of 
the sediment, as illustrated in Figure 7, it was 
obviously important to select an appropriate 
dredging technique that avoids excessive 
addition of water. Mechanical dredging by 
means of a clamshell or a visor bucket was 
utilised. After, the sediments were transported 
by barges to the unloading quay. The 
decanted water on top of the sediments was 
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carefully removed and treated in a tailor-made 
water treatment plant on site. This plant 
consisted of a large decantation buffer, a 
flocculation unit, lamella separator, sand and 
activated carbon filters. In the flocculation 
unit, a ferrous sulphate solution was added in 
order to chemically reduce hexavalent 
chromium and precipitate it as trivalent 
chromium hydroxide in the lamella separator. 
The discharge level for chromium was very 
low, i.e. 1 µg/l.

After the top water was removed the 
sediments were unloaded by a clamshell 
excavator from the barges, screened on an 
in-house designed star screen, and then 

pumped into the continuous mixing facility. 
This mixing facility had a throughput between 
200 and 300 m³/h. Between the pump and 
the mixing plant the water content of the 
sediments was continuously measured by 
means of an in-line density meter. In 
combination with the inline flow measurement, 
this density value was used to calculate the 
required dosing of the binder. This continuous 
measurement and process control ensured the 
right dosage of binder at any given time. 
During the start-up of the plant the binder 
dosage was frequently verified by means of 
portable X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 
measurements. The net addition of water, 
after dredging and barge dewatering, was 
limited to maximum 25% volume.

Immediately after mixing, the sediments were 
collected in dump trucks and transported onto 
the Grännäs area where they were spread 
open by long reach excavators (Figure 8). 

During the project, daily samples were taken 
for validation of the stabilisation process. The 
samples were moulded, stored in a 'library', 
and used to determine the shear strength 
after the following days – the first, third, 
seventh, fourteenth, twenty-eighth and fifty-
sixth day. The strength after 28 days was seen 
as the contractual target. As it was possible to 

Figure 5. (a). Sediment sampling performed in the Valdemarsviken fjord (b). A manual core sampler collecting sediment sample. (c). A view of the collected sample. 

a b

Figure 6. Results of sediment solidification

c
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establish a good correlation between the early 
strength development (which could be seen 
between the first and third day) and 28 days 
later, it was possible to extrapolate the 
strength after three days to 28 days.

A daily high production of about 2000m³ 
in-situ sediments was achieved. It allowed the 
contractor to finish the dredging and 
sediment treatment in less than six months. 
The backfilled Grännäs area had a surface of 
about 75,000m². The final profiling and 
covering with a synthetic geomembrane, 
bentonite mats and moraine materials, was 
carried out in spring 2014 (Figure 9).

Figure 7. Relationship between water content and cement consumption to achieve 50 or 80 kPa UCS (= 25 or 40 kPa 

shear strength)

Figure 8. From right to left: Barges are unloaded; the mixing plant; and the stabilised sediments are spread into the backfilling area. At the front of the image, the water buffers 

from supernatant and run-off water can be seen.
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CONCLUSIONS 

The remediation of the Valdemarsviken 
fjord proved to be successful. Through 
mechanical dredging, it was possible to 
dredge relative thin layers, up to depths of 
15m, at fairly high productions of 2000m³ 
in-situ per day. In addition, mechanical 
dredging with environmental grabs or visor 
buckets, combined with top dewatering of 
the transport barges, ensured a limited 
addition of water to the sediments. This 
was required to limited volume increase 
and high costs for extra cement addition.

From the project, it was proven that in-line 
solidification is a cost-efficient, robust, and 

high capacity technique for the treatment 
of a large amount of contaminated 
sediments. This technique allowed for the 
reuse of the treated material as engineered 
fill and avoid expensive external landfilling.

Finally, from the project it can be 
concluded that special attention has to be 
paid to the leaching of hexavalent 
chromium from (solidified) sediments. It is 
important to find the right analytical lab 
that can accurately analyse hexavalent 
chromium since it was proven that 
different analytical protocols between labs 
can result in false negative figures.
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Figure 9. An aerial view of the Grännäs backfill area near completion.



and/or Drawings (if any) which is instructed by 
the Engineer…”. Thus, changes can be very 
broad and of a minor or major nature and 
may be result in a change in the character of 
the work or a change in conditions, or both. 

Variations if managed badly have the 
potential to cause problems for a project. 
Variations may generate substantial extra 
costs and pose delay and disruption to a 
project. Moreover, the valuation of a variation 
can be a contentious issue between 
contracting parties. 

This article looks closely at how variations 
should be valued and in particular how and 
when CIRIA’s A guide to cost standards for 
dredging equipment can be used to assist 
employers to ensure that variations are valued 
fairly and efficiently.

REQUIREMENT TO CARRY OUT A 
VARIATION
A variation clause is a key boilerplate provision 
to include in a contract. The clause in a 
contract caters to the contractor to perform 
additional or varied work. In its absence the 
contractor is not bound to carry out such 
additional work at the original contract rates 
and prices or indeed at all. One example of 
this is the case of Blue Circle Industries Plc v 
Holland Dredging Company (UK) Ltd (1987).  

ABSTRACT

Variations have the potential to generate 
substantial extra costs and pose significant 
delay and disruption to a dredging project. 
Moreover, the valuation of a variation can be 
a contentious issue between contracting 
parties. Often the engineer has an obligation 
under the terms of the contract to value any 
varied work. Where appropriate the engineer 
should apply the contract rates, such as where 
the work executed under the variation is of a 
similar nature and carried out under similar 
conditions to work set out in the contract. 

The issue for the engineer in valuing a 
variation is usually the extent to which the 
varied work matches the character of that in 
the original contract rates and prices. With 
respect to the costs of dredging, as these are 
capital intensive, the discussion on how to 
value varied works almost always turns to the 
valuation of the cost of the vessel itself. 

Whilst CIRIA’s  A guide to cost standards for 
dredging equipment is a valuable tool for 
assessing some of the contractor’s costs, it 
does not provide comprehensive means of 
assessing a variation to a dredging contract.

INTRODUCTION 

Variations in dredging contracts are almost 
inevitable, even with the best prepared 
contract. This need may arise during the 
performance of the works for the engineer or 
employer to direct the contractor to modify 
the scope or nature of the work. The variation 
usually results in extra or different or less 
work. As an understood norm, when there is 
extra work, the contractor will fairly consider 
itself entitled to a commercial rate including 
profit and additional overheads for that extra 
work. It is not reasonable to ask a contractor 
to carry out work for costs alone. To avoid 
disputes, many contracts set out guidelines as 
to how to value variations. Ultimately, the 
contract should provide for an independent 
valuation if the contractor and employer are 
not able to reach an agreement.

Many definitions of the word “variation” exist 
both in standard and bespoke contracts. The 
FIDIC Form of Contract for Dredging and 
Reclamation Works (2006, 2016), also known 
as the FIDIC Blue Book (Figure 1), defines 
variation as a “change to the Specification 

VALUING VARIATIONS IN  
DREDGING CONTRACTS
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Above: Variations in a dredging contracts are inevitable. 

It is essential to look into how variations should be 
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It was found that the construction of a bird 
island from disposed dredged material was 
fully and completely outside of the scope of 
the original dredging work and therefore 
constituted a new and separate contract.

This obligation should also be counter-
balanced by the need of a marine contractor 
to be able to refuse to carry out a variation 
where it would require the mobilisation of 
other equipment to the site not previously 
allocated to the site or maintaining the 
existing equipment on the site for far longer 
than anticipated. Thus, preventing the 
contractor from being able to utilise the 
equipment for other committed projects.

THE TIER RULE
The assessment of the valuation of variations 
of civil engineering projects has a history 
going back in excess of sixty years with the 
United Kingdom’s Institution of Civil 
Engineer’s (ICE) editions of the Conditions of 
Contract setting the industry ground rules to 
guide the engineer administering the contract. 
Under Clause 52 of the ICE Contract, the 
engineer could revert to the 3-tier rule 
(Abrahamson, 1979 & Eggleston,1993). 

Rule 1:  Valuation at Contract Rates and 
Prices

Rule 2:  Valuation using Contract Rates so 
far as is reasonable, or

Rule 3: Fair Valuation

The engineer has an obligation under the 
contract to assess the valuation of any varied 
work and to apply the contract rates where 
the work under the variation is of a similar 
nature and performed under similar 
circumstances to that set out in the contract. 
When the work is not identical or similar, 
rates and/or prices for other work in the 
contract are used as a basis to form a new 
rate or price with suitable adjustments to 
reflect the difference. This difference could be 
due to changes in conditions, character, 
quantity, or other reasons provided for by the 
contract. Failing that the engineer could make 
an assessment of a ‘fair’ valuation. 

The issue for the engineer in assessing any 
valuation of a variation is usually the extent to 
which the varied work matches in character to 
that provided for in the contract rates and 

prices. The engineer has to make a fair 
assessment based on the facts particular to 
the matter. This is often a bone of contention 
between contractor and engineer. The 
contractor often argues that the variation 
cannot be valued at the existing rates or that 
the variation is significantly dissimilar to the 
existing scope of work to such an extent that 
new rates and prices should be applied. This 
may be a valid assertion by the contractor but 
the engineer may be mindful that this may 
also be an attempt by the contractor to want 
more than the original rates which may have 
proven to be unprofitable.

THE FIDIC CONTRACTS
The various FIDIC Contracts from 1960s to the 
late 1990s adopted the ICE Contract’s 
principle of valuation of variations, which was 
virtually unamended in the FIDIC Red Book 
(1987,1992). 

The provision states: “If the Contract does not 
contain any rates or prices applicable to the 
varied work, the rates and prices in the 
Contract shall be used as the basis for 
valuation so far as may be reasonable, failing 
which, after due consultation by the Engineer 
with the Employer and the Contractor, 
suitable rates or prices shall be agreed upon 
between the Engineer and the Contractor”. 
The FIDIC contract committee chose the word 

‘suitable’ in place of the word ‘fair’ as 
espoused in the ICE Contract. Clearly, the 
core obligation of 'reasonableness' on the 
part of the engineer as the basis for a 
valuation by the engineer remained. 

The FIDIC Rainbow Suite of Contracts of 1999 
departed somewhat from the ICE tier 
definitions and Clause 12.3 states: “a new 
rate or price shall be appropriate for an item 
of work if…(ii) no rate or price is specified in 
the Contract for this item, and (iii) no 
specified rate or price is appropriate because 
the item of work is not of similar character, or 
is not executed under similar conditions, as 
any item in the Contract”. The FIDIC contract 
committee at the time chose the words 
‘similar character’ and ‘similar conditions’ 
presumably as a guide to the engineer when 
making a valuation determination.

Separately, rates may be adjusted for quantity 
variance:
•  if the quantity increases or decreases by 

more than 10% from the quantity in the 
“Bill of Quantities” or 

•  If the value of the item comprises more than 
0.01% of the “Accepted Contract Amount” 
or 

•  if the “Variation” directly changes the unit 
cost by more than 1%. 

The main purpose of this clause is to allow for 
an adjustment in the overhead recovery where 
the quantity of an item which has a rate is 
increased or decreased by more than 10%. 
The idea behind it is that the original rate 
includes an element of overhead recovery 
based on the anticipated quantities so if the 
actual quantity is less then the contractor will 
under recover its overhead costs as included 
in the rates. Conversely, if the actual quantity 
is more than 10% then the rate will be 
reduced to prevent the over recovery of costs 
included in the rates. 

There is also provision in the FIDIC Rainbow 
Suite for the contractor to propose value 
engineering, under which the contractor 
shares in the savings that are generated at a 
share range set out in the contract. However, 
in practice, this is rarely used on marine 
infrastructure projects.

The 3-tier rule was introduced in the first Figure 1. The second edition of the FIDIC Blue Book.
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edition of the FIDIC Blue Book and was 
retained in the new edition. Though this rule 
is given in a similar format found in the ICE 
Contracts in both editions of the FIDIC Blue 
Book, it was expanded to 5 tiers to include 
lump sum pricing and dayworks with a 
change from 'suitable' rates to 'appropriate' 
rates (Table 1).

The FIDIC Blue Book “Notes for Guidance” 
states: “An agreed lump sum should be the 
first method to be considered as it can 

encompass the true cost of a Variation and 
avoid subsequent dispute over the indirect 
effect. The Employer can invite the Contractor 
to submit an itemised make-up (Sub-Clause 
10.5 [Variation and Contractor’s Claim 
Procedure]) before instructing the Variation so 
that an agreed lump sum can form part of the 
instruction”.

An added provision under the FIDIC Blue Book 
(2006, 2016) Clause 10.1 states: “If the 
Engineer gives an instruction which will 
require either the mobilisation of major 
dredging equipment additional to that which 
is intended for use on the Works or the early 
mobilisation of such intended equipment, the 
Contractor shall notify the Engineer of this 
immediately. The Contractor shall be under no 
obligation to comply with this instruction until 
the time and cost effects of compliance have 
been agreed between the Employer and the 
Contractor”. The latter part of this provision 
serves as a fair safeguard for the contractor so 
it is not obliged to carry out a variation with 
equipment other than that already on the site 
unless the value of the variation is agreed.

The FIDIC Blue Book (2006, 2016) Clause 10.5 
further provides: “The Contractor shall submit 
to the Engineer an itemised make-up of claims 
including time and cost effects within 28 days 
of the instruction or of the event giving rise to 
the claim or such other reasonable time as 
may be agreed by the Engineer”. The 
engineer is, therefore, able to make a fair 
assessment of a variation claim using the 
contractor’s itemised make-up. 

CONTRACT RATES 'FOR BETTER OR 
WORSE'
Under the ‘tier rule’ the engineer makes his 
assessment of the variation using the rates in 
the contract as the basis for valuation, or 
failing which at appropriate new rates, as may 
be agreed or which the engineer considers 
appropriate. In order to do so he will need to 
make an assessment of the build-up of the 
unit rates in the contract. The engineer should 
be aware that he is obliged to apply the 
contract rates even if he considers these rates 
to be inordinately high or low. 

This was confirmed in the United Kingdom 
legal case of Henry Boot Construction Ltd v 
Alstom Combined Cycles (2000). In the case, 

the engineer decided it was not reasonable to 
use the contract rates for temporary sheet 
piling as the basis of valuation. He considered 
the rate was inordinately high and would 
result in an unjustified windfall to the 
contractor. In summary, the court was keen to 
provide commercial certainty to construction 
contracts whilst acknowledging the decision 
of the court may lead to rates being applied 
that result in substantial profit or loss for a 
contractor. 

Therefore, it is important when negotiating 
and preparing a contract to be aware of the 
individual unit rates, not just the overall price, 
and the potential impact in terms of overall 
costs to both the employer and contractor 
should the original scope of work be varied. 
This has been seen in dredging contracts in 
the past where dredging of rock has been 
priced as an incidental 'star rate' based on a 
small quantity and indicative rock hardness. 
Sometimes, following the contract being 
awarded and site investigation, the quantity 
turns out to be far more than envisaged and 
it takes far longer to carry out the works. In 
this case, the contractor does not recover the 
cost of its preliminaries if they are priced in 
the unit rate. 

The contract unit rates are generally 
considered as fixed and sacrosanct, and not 
subject to correction (M. Sergeant & M. 
Wieliczko, 2014). As the Henry Boot case 
showed, both contractor and employer are 
bound to the application of contract rates 
where applicable, for better or worse.

A manner often adopted in construction 
contracts to deal with potential variations is to 
include a “Schedule of Rates” or a set of 
“Daywork Rates” for labour, materials and 
equipment in any proposed contract. These 
rates can then be applied by the engineer 
when a variation arises. However, the 
conundrum for the engineer is the lack of 
transparency in the rates provided by the 
tenderer with his bid and the widely held 
perception that “Daywork Rates” are often 
artificially inflated by contractors. This issue can 
be avoided at the tender stage if tenderers are 
required to include a notional 100 hours for 
each “Daywork” item in the “Bills of 
Quantities” which are then priced and 
extended. In this way, it minimises the inflating 

Table 1: The expanded 5-tier rule on valuing variations 

in both editions of the FIDIC Blue Book.

FIDIC Form of Contract for 
Dredging and Reclamation Works  
(2006, 2016)

10.2 “Valuation of Variations”

Variations shall be valued as follows:
a)  at an agreed lump sum price, or
b)  where appropriate, at rates in the 

Contract, or
c)  in the absence of appropriate rates, 

the rates in the Contract shall be used 
as the basis for valuation, or failing 
which

d)  at appropriate new rates, as may be 
agreed or which the Engineer 
considers appropriate, or

e)  if the Engineer so instructs, at daywork 
rates set out in the Appendix for 
which the Contractor shall keep 
records of hours of labour and 
Contractor’s Equipment, and of 
Materials used.
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of rates and consequently the tender price. 
The engineer has no real idea of how the 
actual contract rates were derived as 
prospective bidders to a project are usually 
not required to submit details at the  
pre-contract stage on how the contract rates 
were calculated. The bidder’s estimator will 
have prepared a tender estimate that forms 
the basis of the “Contract Price” that was 
ultimately agreed between employer and 
contractor. However, this is kept under wraps 
for commercial reasons and may only be 
revealed if the contractor is seeking to 
demonstrate that the original contract rates 
do not apply to varied works. 

NEW ENGINEERING CONTRACT 
The UK’s New Engineering Contract (NEC3) 
introduced a new methodology for valuing 
variations requiring the contractor to submit 
his quotation for the varied work before the 
instruction to proceed is given by the 
engineer. This approach shifts the risk to the 

contractor whose quotation has to include all 
costs of the variation including the costs of 
delay, disruption and risk. 

This is similar to the FIDIC Red and Yellow 
Books (1999) Clause 13.3 procedure for the 
contractor to submit a proposal. It is 
advantageous to the employer as the final 
cost including disruption and extended time is 
known prior to the instruction. In addition, 
the majority of the risk is transferred to the 
contractor. On the other hand, it is 
advantageous to the contractor as it controls 
the assessment and valuation of the variation 
and it may lead to speedy resolution of the 
valuation of the variation. In practice, 
however, the majority of contracts provided to 
the engineer to determine any new rates is 
often done after the work has been executed 
based on the actual costs. Clearly, in the latter 
approach the employer carries the major risks 
of the valuation of the variation and the 
determination of what the actual costs are. 

COST STANDARDS
With respect to the actual costs of dredging, 
the discussion of how to value varied works 
almost always turns on the valuation of the 
cost of the vessel itself. Contracts generally 
give no guidance as to the determination of 
how a rate is derived. Determining the ‘actual’ 
cost of a vessel is notoriously difficult given 
that the vessel owner itself has to determine 
how to recoup the cost of the vessel over its 
operational lifetime (Figure 2). 

The dredging industry in the Netherlands has 
for many years used cost standards for various 
types of dredging vessels to calculate the 
allowance for Depreciation and Interest (D&I) 
and Maintenance and Repair (M&R) costs. 
These were originally developed by the Dutch 
contractors' organisation, NIVAG, in the 
1970s and later by VGBouw. Later, the role of 
publisher was taken over by CIRIA, the UK’s 
construction industry research and information 
association. CIRIA published its A guide to 

Figure 2: Cost standards is utilised to calculate the allowance for D&I and M&R costs of dredging vessels.
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cost standards for dredging equipment in 
2005 with an updated issue in 2009 (Figure 
3). Each year, the IADC publishes a time-cost 
factor index for various groupings for 
updating these costs. 
The value of the vessel is calculated with the 
application of complex formulas using vessel 
characteristics to derive an assessment of the 
valuation value “V” from which D&I and M&R 
can be calculated. The formulas and tables 
found in the CIRIA’s A guide to costs 
standards book are often used as an objective 
and measurable basis for parties (employer, 
engineer and contractor) to assess and verify 
the reasonableness of a dredging contractor’s 
tender estimate or “price” as to its likely 
dredging costs. This is especially the case in 
situations where the parties require or need to 
resort to an independent and objective 
benchmark for assessment. 

Several types of costs are specifically excluded 
in CIRIA. They include: the costs of the 
contractor’s technical services department 
(overhead), crew cost, staff cost, lubricants, 
fuels and water, laying up and idle time, wear 
to soil touching components, spare parts, 
insurance, mobilisation and demobilisation, 
general overhead and profit. Thus, it can be 
assumed that whilst A guide to cost standards 

gives an indication of a significant part of a 
vessel cost when deployed on a project it is 
only an approximation at best. Also, it is far 
from complete when compared to the 
contractor’s original tender estimate or 
contract rate breakdown.

PRICE RATHER THAN COST
It can be said that the basis for valuing 
variations under most standard forms of 
contracts is the concept of ‘price’ rather than 
‘cost’. The rationale behind it is that the 
contractor is only in the business of carrying 
out work for profit. By using the rates 
identified in the contract bills or schedules of 
rates as a basis, either directly or indirectly, for 
valuing the additional works, the idea is that 
variations will be valued at the same degree 
of profit (or loss) as established by the original 
tender.

The intention of contractual provisions will 
normally be to maintain the competitive 
element in the valuation of variations as 
represented by the contract bills of quantities 
or schedules of rates if used. This is so that 
the parties’ original bargain as to the contract 
rates and prices forms the basis of valuation. 
In this respect the use of CIRIA’s A guide to 
costs standards may seem to be subjective as 
it is does not represent the contractor’s price, 
but rather it is an assessment of the partial 
allowable cost. However, it can be used to 
test the contractor’s proposed rate and 
original build-up to see whether they are 
reasonable.

Disputes may arise where cost forms the basis 
when determining a 'fair' valuation of the 
intended variation with respect to the 
allowance for head office overheads, site 
overheads and profit. This was resolved in the 
United Kingdom case of Weldon Plant v 
Commission for New Towns (2000). It was held 
that in the absence of special circumstances a 
fair valuation has to include an element of 
profit as well as an element to cover for fixed 
and running overheads. It is for this reason 
that it is wise to have tenderers submit details 
of their tender build-up including overheads 
and profit. This is because the cost elements 
can be detailed at the time of contract 
formation rather than they are disputed at a 
later date. In addition, head office overheads 
can usually be calculated by reference to 

pricing information from the tender estimate 
or by using the contractor’s audited accounts. 
Both the FIDIC Red and Yellow Book (1999) 
specifically state that when rates cannot be 
deduced from the contract rates and prices, 
then an assessment based on ‘reasonable 
cost’ is required. “Cost” is defined in FIDIC 
(1999) as “all expenditure reasonably incurred 
(or to be incurred) by the Contractor, whether 
on or off the Site, including overhead and 
similar charges, but does not include profit”. 
However, in the FIDIC Red Book’s Clause 
12.3, a new rate or price, a reasonable 
“Cost” is allowed that includes a reasonable 
profit. This provision would indicate that it is 
necessary to show that cost had actually been 
incurred if the valuation of the variation was 
being undertaken after the event. However, if 
for some reason the contractor provided no 
proof of costs incurred, it is likely that the 
engineer would still have an obligation to 
value the work. He does so by taking a view 
as to what those costs were likely to have 
been. The repetition of the word 
“reasonable” for both cost and profit in the 
variation clause of the FIDIC Red Book may be 
somewhat disconcerting for all contract 
parties.

TENDER ESTIMATE OR BUILD-UP OF 
CONTRACT RATES
There is no standard form of contract, be it 
FIDIC or any other, which requires the 
contractor to submit its tender estimate as 
part of the substantiation for the valuation of 
a variation. The FIDIC Blue Book only requires 
under Clause 10.5 “an itemised make-up of 
claims including time and cost effects within 
28 days of the instruction or of the event 
giving rise to the claim”. So, it is beneficial to 
the employer, the contractor as well as the 
engineer supervising the project that the 
contract rates can be broken down into 
several elements. These are: the respective 
costs for labour, materials, equipment, fuel, 
overhead and profit elements at the date the 
contract was entered into. This is better than 
the engineer reverting to CIRIA’s A guide to 
cost standards as a means of establishing a 
best guess on how part of the contract rates 
were derived. 

When preparing the tender documents the 
employer and engineer are in the best 
position to get prospective bidders to submit 

Figure 3: CIRIA's 2009 edition of A guide to cost 

standards for dredging equipment book.
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breakdowns of the proposed contract rates, 
production calculations, details of site and 
general overheads and profit. These details 
can form part of the tender documentation 
submitted by each prospective bidder that can 
also be used to compare between bidders and 
their respective equipment and production 
calculations. The clear benefit is that whilst 
not forming part of the contract documents 
they can be referred to at a later date when 
the valuation of a variation arises. 

There is a concern that the contractor may be 
pressured into revealing sensitive pricing 
information. However, this is outweighed by 
the added benefit when it comes to agreeing 
to the valuation of any variations which may 
arise during the time of the project. In 
addition, the variation methodology as 
espoused in the NEC3 and FIDIC Blue Book 
Clause 10.1, requires the contractor to submit 
its proposed quotation for the work including 
time and costs effects before the instruction 
to proceed is given. 

Establishing a fair valuation for variations on 
dredging projects is not an easy task. The 
engineer needs considerable experience of the 
dredging process and sound judgement to 
settle the valuation of variations as they arise. 
Ideally, the engineer needs a well-prepared 
contract with the appropriate schedules to 
provide for pricing any variations. The parties 
need to have a thorough appreciation of the 
methods of dredging, the dredging cycle, 
production estimating practice as well as the 
valuation of the costs of capital equipment 
and scheduling of the dredging works. Most 
importantly, the contractor should keep 
comprehensive and meticulous daily records 
of the factors relevant to the variation as if it 
is not valued fairly in the contractor’s opinion. 
As such, the ‘as-built’ records will form the 
basis of the dispute should the contractor 
elect to instigate a formal dispute resolution 
process.

CONCLUSIONS 

Whilst CIRIA’s Cost Standards for Dredging 
Equipment is a valuable tool for assessing 
the allowance for some of the contractor’s 
costs, it is not a complete solution for 
contracting parties to assess the valuation 
of a variation for a dredging contract. It 
can be recommended the administrator of 
the employer’s contract should obtain a 
breakdown from the contractor of the 
most significant contract rates before the 
contract is signed for use. This is when 
valuing variations during the lifetime of the 
project or when the contract includes 
schedules and overhead and profit  

mark-ups from the tender documents. 
However, in commercial practice this 
opportunity is rarely used by employers and 
engineers with disputes concerning 
valuation of variations. This often arises 
when contractors submit breakdowns of 
unit rates post contract award which the 
employer or engineer find less than 
convincing.  The variation methodology as 
espoused in the NEC3 and FIDIC Blue Book 
is recommended. It requires the contractor 
to submit its proposed quotation for the 
work including time and costs effects 
before the instruction to proceed is given.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
INCREASED DURABILITY 
AND SERVICE LIFE OF NEW 
MARINE CONCRETE 
INFRASTRUCTURE
BY PIANC MARCOM WORKING 
GROUP 162
Published by PIANC/ The World 
Association for Waterborne 
Transport Infrastructure. 2016. 
€110. 95 pp. 

The durability of concrete structures 
in the marine environment is not 
only related to design and materials 
but also to construction. Thus, much 

of the observed durability problems on marine concrete structures can 
be ascribed to lack of proper quality assurance during concrete 
construction and poorly achieved construction quality. Completed new 
concrete structures typically shows a high scatter and variability in their 
construction quality. During the operation of the structures, any 
weaknesses and deficiencies will soon be revealed whatever durability 
specifications and materials have been applied.

A numerical approach alone is insufficient for ensuring the durability; 
greater control and improvements in durability also require the 
specification of performance-based durability requirements which can 
be verified and controlled during concrete construction in order to 
practically achieve quality assurance. 

As a basis for the durability design and production of new major 
concrete infrastructure, all minimum requirements in existing concrete 
codes and standards, as well as all established recommendations and 
guidelines for good construction practice must be strictly followed. In 
recent years, a rapid increase of international research and development 
has taken place. Furthermore, new experience has been gained on how 
to obtain a more controlled and increased durability beyond what is 
possible when based only on existing concrete codes and practice.

In PIANC’s “Recommendations for Increased Durability and Service Life 
of New Marine Concrete Infrastructure”, additional recommendations 
and guidelines to existing concrete standards for durability and service 
life are provided. 

The journal is targeted at owners and designers of marine concrete 
infrastructure. Construction engineers may also find some parts of the 
document of interest. 

For more information:
http://www.pianc.org/technicalreportsbrowseall.php 

DESIGN GUIDELINE BASAL 
REINFORCED PILED 
EMBANKMENTS
EDITORS: SUZANNE J.M. VAN 
EEKELEN AND MARIJN H.A. 
BRUGMAN
Published by CRC Press (Taylor & 
Francis Group). 2016. €82. 156 pp.

Design Guideline Basal Reinforced 
Piled Embankments provides a 
detailed look into the design of basal 
reinforced piled embankment. 

A basal reinforced piled embankment 
consists of a reinforced embankment 

on a pile foundation. The reinforcement consists of one or more 
horizontal layers of geosynthetic reinforcement installed at the base of 
the embankment. A basal reinforced piled embankment can be used for 
the construction of a road or a railway for several reasons – when a 
traditional construction method requires too much construction time; 
affect vulnerable objects nearby; or give too much residual settlement, 
making frequent maintenance necessary.

This guidebook is divided into nine chapters for readers and it goes into 
detail on the different topics dealing with the design and construction 
of piled embankment structures. Chapter 1 is an introduction of basal 
reinforced piled embankments. Chapter 2 highlights requirements and 
initial details of reinforced embankments such as traffic load, effects of 
dynamic loads and service life and maintenance. The following chapter 
is “Requirements and initial details for the piles and pile caps” that 
discusses piles and pile caps. 

The next five chapters give a detailed look into calculation, modelling 
and construction details of piled embankment structures. Chapter 4 
talks about the design rules of reinforced embankment and highlights 
geosynthetic reinforcement. The next chapter gives a detailed insight 
into calculating for the design and construction of such structures. 
Chapters 6-9 go into detail on numerical modelling, construction details 
and management and maintenance of the piled embankment.

The book provides readers with examples of extensive calculations for 
the design of basal reinforced piled embankments, details of 
constructions and insights into the behaviour of these structures 
including the Concentric Arches model. 

For more information:
http://www.sbrcurnet.nl
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11TH INDIAN OCEAN PORTS AND LOGISTICS 2017 
EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE
MARCH 21-23, 2017
HOTEL CARLTON, ANTANANARIVO, MADAGASCAR

Indian Ocean Ports and Logistics is the annual ports, shipping and 
transport logistics exhibition and conference on maritime trade and 
investment opportunities in the Indian Ocean island region. 

The 11th Indian Ocean Ports and Logistics 2017 Exhibition and 
Conference will take place in Madagascar at the Hotel Carlton in 
Antananarivo from Tuesday 21 to Thursday 23 March. The event is 
hosted by the Port Authority of Toamasina (SPAT) and fully supported by 
Madagascar International Container Terminal Services Limited (MICTSL).

This event will take place in conjunction with the PAIOI Conference 
(Association of Indian Ocean Island Ports) on Tuesday 21 March 2017 
where key decision makers from all of the Indian Ocean island ports 
will be in attendance.

The two-day conference will showcase 30 conference speakers 
addressing topical issues and challenges facing regional transportation 
and logistics. Madagascar’s Minister of Transport will give the keynote 
address on the first day. The conference is divided into seven sessions. 
Session 1 will be on “Indian Ocean economic transformations and 
trade outlook for 2017: Opportunities and challenges from a regional 
and global perspective”. Session 2 will showcase talks about port 
investment and expansion opportunities around the Indian Ocean 
region while Session 3 will feature discussions on harmonising the 
supply chain cycle for improved connectivity. The other four sessions 
will focus on various topics such as sustainable approach to technology 
in increasing terminal output and building regional alliances among 
ports and terminal operators in the Indian Ocean and African region. 

For more information: 
http://www.transportevents.com 

PIANC CONFERENCE: NAVIGATING A CHANGING 
CLIMATE 
MARCH 27-28, 2017 
CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL – LE PALACE, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM 

The World Association for Waterborne Infrastructure (PIANC) will be 
holding a conference that will discuss an essential topic that is a 
current concern across the globe – climate change. The conference’s 
theme will be “Navigating a changing climate: Moving towards low 
carbon and resilient waterborne transport infrastructure”. 

This major international conference, dedicated to the interests of 
waterborne transport infrastructure owners, operators and users, is 
being organised by the PIANC-led Think Climate coalition. Think 
Climate is a multi-stakeholder coalition of ten associations with 
interests in waterborne transport infrastructure. The partners in the 

coalition have committed to work together to support the inland and 
maritime navigation infrastructure sector as they respond to climate 
change. The conference will have three main themes, reflecting the 
work streams in the Navigating a Changing Climate Action Plan: 
Mitigation, Adaptation; and Integration. 

The Mitigation theme will highlight reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and moving towards low- or no-carbon navigation infrastructure. The 
Adaptation work stream will present discussions and talks regarding 
strengthening resilience and adapting waterborne transport 
infrastructure to projected changes in sea level, storminess, 
precipitation, river flow, air and water temperature, waves, wind, fog 
and other climate parameters. The third work stream will showcase 
experts discussing opportunities to contribute to climate change 
mitigation or adaptation by supporting intermodality, “Working with 
Nature” or integrated coastal management. 

Confirmed speakers for the conference include experts from PIANC; 
OECD International Transport Forum; Port of London Authority, UK; 
Central Commission for Navigation on the Rhine, Germany; 
International Harbour Masters’ Association; UNCTAD; Port of 
Rotterdam; and US Army Corps of Engineers. 

For more information: 
http://bit.ly/2fUN6me 

OCEAN BUSINESS 2017
APRIL 4-6, 2017
SOUTHAMPTON, UK

Ocean Business is an established and an unmissable international event 
for ocean technology. The three-day programme with feature over  
180 hours of free training and demonstration sessions. The sessions 
and trainings will be held in their real environments; in a test tank, in 
classrooms, on the dockside waters and on board vessels providing 
visitors with the opportunity to see the latest products and services in 
action. The training and demonstration programme at this year’s show 
will reflect advances in underwater mapping and imaging technologies, 
as well as autonomous vehicles. 

The conference will feature a wide range of topics regarding ocean 
technology and business. There are several sessions over the days that 
include the following subjects: “Exploiting growth in maritime 
information services”; “Exploiting growth in sensor platforms and 
autonomy”; and “Building future dual-use programme and 
collaborations.”

The conference and exhibition will bring together the leading 
manufacturers and service providers in the industry from across the 
globe. Visitors will not only have access to the international exhibition 
and programme of live demonstrations, but also a cutting edge 
maritime and defence dual-use conference and various associated 
meetings. 
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Ocean Business will also feature social networking events that includes 
the Ocean Business wine trail where visitors can taste wines from 
exhibitors’ stands and enter a competition to win a case of wine. On 
the second day visitors can experience excellent cuisine and live 
entertainment at the Gala Dinner. 

For more information:
Email: info@oceanbusiness.com 
Tel: +44(0)1453 836363

IAPH THE 30TH WORLD PORTS CONFERENCE 
MAY 7-12, 2017 
NUSA DUA CONVENTION CENTER, BALI, INDONESIA 

The International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) will be 
hosting its 30th IAPH World Ports Conference at the Bali Nusa Dua 
Convention Center from 7-12 May, 2017. The conference’s theme is 
“Enabling Trade - Energizing the World”. 

IAPH expects some 1000 delegates including government officials, 
operators and association who are experts in the field of port, logistics, 
and maritime, to share experiences and discuss on certain issues faced 
by port officials globally such as green port and port technology as well 
as development of ports in each country. 

Five major topics concerning the maritime and ports industry will be 
discussed – Greenfield Port Project: Challenges and Opportunities; Port 
Hinterland Connectivity and Multimodal Logistics; The Evolution of 
Global Shipping Industry and Shipping routes; The Effect of Special 
Economic Zone on the Port Growths; and Indonesia Maritime 
Transformation. 

Participants can also look forward to a cocktail reception, a welcome 
dinner and finally a luxurious gala dinner, which will be held at Garuda 
Wisnu Kencana (GWK) Cultural Park located at the famous Jimbaran 
Bay. 

For more information: 
http://www.iaphbali2017.com/

SETAC EUROPE 27TH ANNUAL MEETING
MAY 7-11, 2017
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

SETAC is a not-for-profit, worldwide professional organisation
comprised of more than 6,000 individuals and institutions in l00
countries dedicated to the study, analysis and solution of environmental
problems, the management and regulation of natural resources,
research and development, and environmental education. 

Given the complexity of multiple stressors (chemical, biological, 
physical) and stressor combinations in the environment, and the vast 

amount of biodiversity requiring protection (species, ecosystem 
structure and functioning), the key to successful and efficient 
environmental quality management will hinge upon transdisciplinary 
collaboration. It is between environmental and human toxicologists, 
environmental chemists, and scientists and policy-makers from a 
diversity of disciplines, including conservation biology, ecology, human 
health, engineering, sociology, law, and economy.

The theme of the SETAC Europe Annual Meeting in Brussels is 
“Environmental quality through transdisciplinary collaboration”. 

The programme consists of seven tracks for parallel sessions and one 
track for special sessions. The programme will feature topics on 
environmental science – ecotoxicology, toxicology, environmental and 
human exposure, risk assessment and management, environmental 
policy and economics, and life cycle assessment. 

The meeting is aimed at stimulating discussion and debate among 
academia, business, industry and government representatives to enable 
valuable inter- and transdisciplinary networking.

For more information:
https://brussels.setac.org/ 

FLOOD RISK ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT 
COURSE
MAY 24-25, 2017
HOWBERY PARK, WALLINGFORD, UK

“Flood risk analysis and management” is a two-day classroom training 
course by HR Wallingford. This course introduces the concepts of flood 
risk analysis and management within the context of existing UK policies 
and legislation. Current techniques in considering climate change and 
joint probability are presented in outline, as is the latest guidance on 
producing flood risk assessments. The course focuses on river and 
urban flooding, however, much of the course content has relevance to 
tidal and coastal flooding as well.

At the end of the course, participants will: be aware of the key policies 
and legislation of relevance to the UK; understand the concepts used in 
flood risk analysis; be aware of the different types of assessment and 
their application within flood risk management strategic planning; and 
know what a flood risk assessment should contain and how to 
undertake such an assessment. 

The course is aimed at those involved in river and catchment 
management including recent graduates, consultants, local authority 
staff, development control and flood defence officers.Some background 
knowledge of hydrology and/or hydraulics would be helpful.

For more information:
http://training.hrwallingford.com/training/flood-risk-analysis-and-
management 
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IADC SEMINAR ON DREDGING AND RECLAMATION 
26-30 JUNE, 2017 
UNESCO-IHE, DELFT, THE NETHERLANDS

Aimed at (future) decision makers and their advisors in 
governments, port and harbour authorities, off-shore companies 
and other organisations that have to execute dredging projects, the 
International Seminar on Dredging and Reclamation has been 
organised by the International Association of Dredging Companies 
(IADC) in various locations since 1993. 

Often presented in co-operation with local technical universities, the 
IADC Seminar provides a week-long seminar especially developed 
for professionals in dredging-related industries. In the past this 
intensive course has been successfully presented in the Netherlands, 
Indonesia, Dubai, Argentina, Abu Dhabi, Bahrain and Brazil. 

Highlights of the programme 
To optimise the chances of a successful completion of a project, 
stakeholders, from the start, need to fully understand the 
requirements of a dredging project. The five-day course strives to 
provide an understanding through lectures and workshops. The 
in-depth lectures are given by dredging experts from IADC member 
companies. Some of the subjects covered include: 
•  overview of the dredging industry and the development of new 

ports and maintenance of existing ports; 
• project phasing (identification, investigation, feasibility studies); 
• descriptions of types of dredging equipment; 
• site and soil investigations, 
•  costing of projects and types of contracts such as charter, unit 

rates, lump sum and risk-sharing assessments 
•  latest dredging and reclamation techniques including 

environmental issues.

The course also includes an on-site 
visit to a dredging project being 
executed in the area to give 
participants the opportunity to see 
dredging equipment in action and 
learn about a dredging operation. 
There will also be plenty of time to 
network and interact, especially 
with a mid-week dinner where 
participants, lecturers and other 
IADC member company 
representatives will attend. 

Each participant will receive a set of comprehensive proceedings at 
the end of the week along with a list of extensive references of 
relevant literature. Participants who have fully completed the 
coursework will receive a Certificate of Achievement in recognition. 
The Seminar starts Monday 26 June at 8:45 hrs and ends Friday 30 
June 2017 at 17:30 hrs.

Costs 
The fee for the week-long seminar is € 3,100 (inclusive VAT). The 
fee includes all tuition, seminar proceedings, workshops and a 
special participants’ dinner, but excludes travel costs and 
accommodations. Assistance can be given for finding hotel 
accommodation. 

For more information, contact: 
Jurgen Dhollander 
PR & Project Manager 
International Association of Dredging Companies (IADC) 
Email: dhollander@iadc-dredging.com 
Tel: +31 (0)70 352 3334

10TH INTERNATIONAL SEDNET CONFERENCE 
JUNE 14-17, 2017 
PALAZZO SAN GIORGIO, GENOA, ITALY

SedNet will be hosting its 10th International SedNet Conference in June 
in Genoa, Italy. The conference title “Sediments on the move” refers to 
the fact that sediment moves from the mountains to the sea and from 
fresh water to marine environments thus passing cultural, political and 
geographical borders. 

The conference has a call for abstracts for the following 11 themes: 
Sediments moving to land, and soil moving to water; Sediment balance; 
Policy for sediment management: Finding the balance; Everything is 
contaminated; Using sediments as a resource – sediments in a circular 
economy; Transboundary sediments; Innovative maintenance of river-

delta-sea systems; Effects of remedial measures; Climate change; PIANC 
and SedNet Think Climate!; Sediment quality; Sediment quality criteria: 
derivation, implementation and enforcement; and Disposal of sediments 
at sea.

Detailed information about the conference will be provided in the 
Conference Programme, which will be published in early spring 2017. 
Registration will also open in early spring 2017.

For more information: 
http://sednet.org/events/sednet-conference-2017/ 

The seminar includes a site visit to 

give participants the opportunity to 

learn more about dredging. 
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